Deaf Blind Shabbatton 2011

Fourteen Deafblind Jews from around the country and Israel attended the second Deafblind Shabbatton to make *challah* from scratch and learn about Jewish life cycle events from Deaf, hearing and Deafblind presenters.
Guest bags with information and snacks are lined up on the registration table arranged alphabetically by the necklace name tags tied to each one.

Mordy (Israel) and Baila (NY) blow out the candles of their surprise birthday cake.
A group of 51 Guests, staff and their family members pose for a post-Shabbos picture in the Pearlstone meeting room.

13 guests pose for a picture in the Pearlstone meeting room
Top row: Mordy (Israel), Craig (NJ), Martin (NY), Ellen (NJ), Jamie (MD), Steve (DC) and Brooke (DC)
Bottom row: Sarah (MD), Bets (DC), Sara Leah (MD), Jeff (OH), Baila (NY) and Tobias (MD)
Lots of guests and SSPs sitting around a very large rectangular table with bowls and measuring cups, ready to make *challah* from scratch. SSP Annick raises her hand

SSP Nancy explains how to make a 6-braid *challah* to Baila (NY)
Ellen (NJ) proudly rolls her *challah* dough.

Sisters Jamie (MD) and Brooke (DC) show off their hand painted *mezuzah* covers.